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L'analyse des vibrations engendrées par les écoulements facilite la
conception des échangeurs de chaleur et des générateurs de vapeur*

par

M.J. Pettigrew, Y. Sylvestre et A.O. Campagna

Résumé

Les dispositifs d'échange thermique 3 tubes et enveloppes comme les générateurs de vapeur, les échangeurs
de chaleur et les condenseurs sont des composants essentiels des centrales nucléaires CASDU^. Toute
vibration excessive engendrée par un écoulement peut provoquer des défaillances de tube par fatique ou
par probablement encore par usure due au frottement. Ces défaillances peuvent provoquer des arrêts de la
centrale, lesquels sont peu souhaitables en raison de la production perdue. Pour avoir une bonne
performance et une bonne fiabilité il faut donc faire une analyse complète des vibrations engendrées par
les écoulements au stade de la conception. Ce rapport décrit notre façon d'aborder le problême et les
techniques auxquelles nous avons recours.

Dans un générateur de vapeur de type recirculant, par exemple, toutes les situations d'écoulement sont
possibles. Un écoulement transversal liquide existe dans la zone d'entrée. A l'intérieur du faisceau de
tubes l'écoulement est surtout axial. 11 est liquide en bas et il devient graduellement biphasé pour
atteindre au sommet une qualité de vapeur allant de 15 3 20%. L'écoulement transversal biphasé se trouve
surtout dans la région du tube coudé en U.

Dans l'écoulement transversal, on considère trois mécanismes fondamentaux d'excitation par vibrations
engendrées par les écoulements, à savoir: 1) l'instabilité fluidélastique, 2) la réponse forcée aux
vibrations due â une turbulence d'écoulement aléatoire et 3) un détachement périodique de tourbillons.
Nous avons observé les deux premiers mécanismes dans l'écoulement transversal liquide et dans l'écoulement
transversal biphasé. Le détachement périodique de tourbillons n'a pas été d£ctect€ dans l'écoulement biphasé
mais il est possible dans l'écoulement liquide. 11 n'est important que dans les rangées de tube en amont.
La turbulence aléatoire de l'écoulement est l'excitation principale aussi bien dans l'écoulement liquide
que dans l'écoulement axial biphasé.

Ces mécanismes d'excitation par vibrations et la dynamique des tubes 3 portées multiples sont formulés dans
un modèle d'ordinateur. Ce modèle prédit la réponse aux vibrations des tubes et les vitesses critiques
lors de l'instabilité fluidélastique. On donne une description du modèle. L'analyse des vibrations d'un
générateur de vapeur fait l'objet d'un commentaire donné â titre d'exemple. Nous avons constaté que les
modes supérieurs aux modes fondamentaux sont quelquefois critiques.

Les paramètres requis pour formuler les mécanismes d'excitation par vibrations font l'objet de commentaires.
L'excitation par détachement périodique de tourbillons est formulée avec un N° de Strouhal et un coefficient
de portance généralement inférieur 3 l'unité. Les seuils d'instabilité fluidélastique sont liés â la vitesse
d'écoulement sans dimension V/fd et 3 l'amortissement mô/pd^ sans dimension 3 la fois pour l'écoulement
transversal liquide et l'écoulement transversal biphasé. Quelques paramètres statistiques permettant de
décrire l'excitation par turbulence aléatoire de l'écoulement proviennent de nos données expérimentales.
Leur densité spectrale de puissance est liée 3 une puissance de la vitesse d'écoulement. L'exposant de
vitesse est environ deux pour l'écoulement liquide et près de l'unité pour l'écoulement biphasé. Four un
flux de masse donné l'excitation aléatoire atteint un maximum lorsque la qualité de la vapeur est d'environ
15%. L'amortissement dans l'écoulement biphasé est au moins quatre fois plus grand que dans l'écoulement
liquide.

Nos spécifications conceptuelles du point de vue vibrations sont: 1) éviter les instabilités fluidélastiques,
2) s'assurer que la réponse du tube 3 l'excitation aléatoire est suffisamment basse pour éviter les
problèmes et 3) éviter la résonance du détachement périodique de tourbillons ou démontrer qu'il n'est pas
un problème. Lorsque notre mode de calcul des réponses n'est pas suffisant pour répondre aux spécifications
ci-dessus, nous l'employons pour comparer le concept â l'étude â nos concepts existants qui sont satisfaisants.
Le modèle d'ordinateur est alors employé comme outil de normalisation.

Laconclusion est que la plupart des problèmes dus aux vibrations engendrées par les écoulements peuvent être
évités grSce 3 une analyse appropriée au stade de la conception.

*Préeenté au quatrième Congrès international de mécanique structurelle en technologie des réacteurs,
San Francisco, Californie, du 15 au 19 août 1977.
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FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCHANGER AND STEAM
GENERATOR DESIGNS*

by M.J. Pettigretû, ï. Sylvestre, A.O, Campagna
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

SUMMARY

Tube and shell heat exchange components such as steam generators, heat exchangers and conden-
sers are essential parts of CANDUt nuclear power stations. Excessive flow-induced vibration
may cause tube failures by fatigue or more likely by fretting-wear. Such failures may lead
to station shutdowns that are very undesirable in terras of lost production. Hence good per-
formance and reliability dictate a thorough flow-induced vibration analysis at the design
stage. This paper presents our approach and techniques in this respect.

In a recirculating type steam generator, for example, all flow situations are possible. Liquid
cross-flow exists at the entrance region. Within the tube bundle the flow is mostly axial.
It is liquid at the bottom and gradually becomes two-phase to reach 15 - 20% steam quality
at the top. Two-phase cross-flow is predominant in the "U" bend tube region.

In cross-flow three basic flow-induced vibration excitation mechanisms are considered,
namely: 1) fluidelastic instability, 2) forced vibration response due to random flow tur-
bulence and 3) periodic wake shedding. We have observed the first two mechanisms in both
liquid and two-phase cross-flow. Periodic wake shedding has not been detected in two-phase
flow but is possible in liquid flow. It is only significant for upstream tube rows. Random
flow turbulence is the dominant excitation in both liquid and two-phase axial flow.

These vibration excitation mechanisms and the dynamics of multispan tubes are formulated in
a computer model. The model predicts tube vibration response and critical velocities for
fluidelastic instability. A description of the model is given. The vibration analysis of
a steam generator is outlined as an example. We find that higher than fundamental modes are
sometimes critical.

The parameters required to formulate the vibration excitation mechanisms are discussed.
Periodic wake shedding excitation is formulated in terms of a Strouhal No. and a lift
coefficient which is generally less than unity. Fluidelastic instability thresholds are
related to dimensionless flow velocity V/fd and dimensionless damping m<5/pd2 for both liquid
and two-phase cross-flow. Some statistical parameters to describe random flow turbulence
excitation are deduced from our experimental data. The power spectral density of the latter
is related to a power of the flow velocity. The velocity exponent is roughly two for liquid
flow and near unity for two-phase flow. For a given mass flux, the random excitation reaches
a maximum at a steam quality of roughly 15%. Damping in two-phase flow is found to be at
least four times greater than in liquid flow.

Our design specifications from a vibration point of view are: 1) avoid fluidelastic
instabilities; 2) make sure the tube response to random excitation is low enough to avoid
problems; and 3) avoid periodic wake shedding resonance or demonstrate it is not a problem.
When our response calculation technique is not sufficient to satisfy the above specification,
we use it to compare the design under study to that of our existing satisfactory designs.
The computer model is then used as a normalization tool.

It is concluded that most flow-induced vibration problems may be avoided by proper analysis
at the design stage.

* ^resented at the Fourth International Conference on Structural Mechanics
in Reactor Technology, San Francisco, California 15-19 August 1977.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tube and shell heat exchange components such as steam generators, heat exchangers and

condensers are essential parts of CASDV nuclear power stations. Relatively high flow velo-

cities exist in some of these components. Thus flow-induced vibration problems are nossible.

Excessive flow-induced vibration may cause tube failures by fatigue or more likely by fret-

ting wear. A typical example of tube fretting wear is shown on Fig. 1. Such failures may

lead to station shutdowns that are very undesirable in terms of lost production and mainten-

ance personnel irradiation. Small tubes, typically 12.5 - 16 mm OD, are used in nuclear com-

ponents to minimize heavy water inventory. The'se tubes are flexible and thus Drone to vibra-

tion. Also some comoonents such as the steam generators are relatively inaccessible after

manufacturing making subsequent modifications difficult. Hence good performance and reliabi-

lity dictate a thorough flow-Induced vibration analysis at the design stage. This paper

presents our approach and techniques in this respect.

2. FLOW CONSIDERATIONS

Consider for example the recirculating type steam generator shown on Fig. 2. Several

flow situations are possible in this component. Heavy water flow inside the tubes varies

from 5% steam quality to subcooled liquid. The tubes are subjected to liquid cross-flow in

the preheater section and in the recirculated water entrance region near the tubesheet. Within

the tube bundle the shell side flow is mostly axial. It is liquid at the bottom and graduallv

becomes two-Dhase to reach 15 - 20% steam quality at the top. Two-phase cross-flow is predom-

inant in the "U" bend tube region.

In heat exchangers the tubes are often subjected to cross-flow particularly near inlets

and outlets where flow velocities are generally high. Obviously the first step in the vibra-

tion analysis is to evaluate operating conditions and flow velocities.

3 . TUBE DYNAMICS AND DAMPING

From a mechanical dynamics point of view the tubes are simply multi-scan beams clamoed

at the tubesheet and held at the baffle-sunports with varying degree of constraint. The lat-

ter is dependent on support geometry and particularly tube-to-supoort clearance. To be con-

servative we assume the intermediate supports to ba hinged. Although we are currently suppor-

ting the development of an analytical model to consider the dynamics of tube-to-tube support

Interactions [1], we do not yet take it into account to keep the analysis linear.

The tube response y(x,t) at any point x and at any time t may be expressed as a normal

mode expansion in terms of the generalized coordinates q.(t) as follows

y(x.t) - £ V x ) qi(t) u )

Using Lagrange's equation and assuming that the damping is small and that it does not Intro-

duce coupling between modes, the equation of motion for the i mode is:

2 l

qt(t) + c/m ̂ (t) + <^ qj(t) - f g(x,t) ̂ (x) dx (2)

o

where c is the damping coefficient per unit length, I is the tube length and u and <f> (x) are
. v 1 1

respectively the angular frequency and the mode shape of the i natural mode. The natural
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modes are normalized so that

m §. (x) dx • 1
1

(3)

where m is the mass per unit length and includes the hydrodynamlc mass due to the inertia of

the fluid around the tube and the fluid inside the tube when applicable. Knowing m, c, H,

the support locations and the flexural rigidity (El) of the tube, the response to different

types of forcing functions g(x,t) may be obtained by solving eq. (1) and (2).

The method used to obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes is essentially an ex-

tension of Che single-span beam theory to multispan beams as suggested by Darnley [2]. The

main assumptions are: uniform mass distribution and flexural rigidity, negligible effect of

shear and rotary inertia, no axial motion of any point along the tube, homogeneous boundary

conditions and continuity at the intermediate supports. The method yields an algebraic for-

mulation of the natural mode's. This is very convenient for the subsequent computation of the

vibration response.

Structural damping expressed as the ratio of critical damping X, is usually considered

independent of frequency. Preliminary information from damping tests in water [3] and ear-

Uer measurements on a st>am generator model [4] suggest on the other hand that the fluid

contribution to the damping ratio decreases with frequency. Knowing that c»4iimCf, the damp-

ing coefficient c instead of the ratio C appears nearly frequency-Independent for fluid

damping. Damping in heut exchanger tubes is probably between the above two limiting cases

since both structural and fluid damping exist.

Some damping values measured in both water and two-phase mixtures are given in Table 1.

They are expressed In the form of a normalized damping coefficient cn « c/d. Note that

damping in two-phase mixtures is much larger than In water. For vibration analyses we nor-

mally take cn - 400 for water and cn « 1400' kg.s '.m
 2 for two-phase mixtures. The latter

was obtained on a sceam generator model under realistic steam-water flow conditions.

TABLE I: TUBE DAMPING INFORMATION

Component
Description

Process Heat
Exchanger

Steam Generator
Model [4]

Fuel Element[5]

Steam Generator
Model

Environment

Water

Water

A:'.r-
Water

SUeam-
Water

Diam.
(mm)

19.0

13.0

19.0

13.00

Material

Stainless
Steel

Stainless
SteeJ

Zircaloy-
2

Stainless
Steel

f
(Hz)

44.4
33.7

39.8
63.5

45.0

38.0

m
(kg/m)

1.04

0.525

1.79

0.472

Ç

0.0160
0.0246

0.0216
0.0115

0.060

0.081

en
(kg.s'1.m"2)

504
574

438
372

3181

1407

4. VIBRATION EXCITATION MECHANISMS AND RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Generally in cross-flow, we consider three basic flow-induced vibration excitation

mechanisms, namely: 1) fluidelastic Instability, 2} random excitation due to flow turbu-

lence and 3) periodic wake shedding. We have observed the first two mechanisms in both

1ITiild and two-phase cross-flow [6]. Periodic wake shedding resonance is possible In liquid

flow but has not been observed In two-phase flow. Either it does not exist or it is domina-

ted by the response to random flow turbulence. We do not consider it in two-phase flow.

Response to random flow turbulence is the dominant excitation mechanism in both liquid

and two-phase axial flow. It is treated In the same manner as cross-flow. Fluidtlastic
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instabillties are possible in liquid flow and could occur in two-phase flow. However the

critical velocities for axial flow instability are much higher than those encountered in heat

exchange components.

Vibration Response to Flow Turbulenae Excitation

The mean square amplitude response y'(x) of a continuous uniform cylindrical structure

to distributed random forces g(x,t) may be expressed by:

V*V-^ «M») *S(X) f,
Z J L 16*- f « f " J |HrCf)|[Hs(f)|cos[0r(f) -ei(f)l
r s r s o

4>r(x> <f>s(x') RCx.x'.f) dx dx' df (4)

~o ' o

where: 1) the spatial correlation density function R(x,x',f) is defined by

„,., ,i « . , / i •"••"" ̂ j B \ A , W B\* «i-^w dt I e dT (5)
RU.x ,t; ' il l il <^

-a [_T-»a J

2) the frequency response function is Hr(f) « Q-f^/f* ) + 1C f/(2-nm{'
2 * ^

and 6 Is the argument of Hr(f) for the r mode.

3) if (x) and (f> (x) represent the normal mode of vibration of the structure for the

rt*1 and s t n mode, and

4) x and x' are points on the structure and T is a difference in time t.

The main difficulty here is to obtain the statistical properties of the forcing func-

tion, e.g., its spatial correlation density function. We have done this in some cases by

deduction from vibration response measurements [6]. This requires that some simplifying

assumptions be made. The most important one is that the random force field be homogeneous

and spatially correlated, that is R(x,x',f) = S(g) where S(g) is the power spectral density.

In reality this is not quite correct. However the random forces were probably much better

correlated over the length of the idealized tube bundles from which we deduced our data than

over the greater lengths of multispan heat exchangers. Thus vibration response analyses

based on the above would yield conservative results when applied to actual heat exchanger

designs providing the forces are also assumed to be correlated in the analyses.

In liquid flow, the vibration response and consequently the spectral density [S(g)J

of the random forces is roughly related to flow velocity squared. By analogy to the formu-
h

la don of lift forces, [S(g>] may be expressed as

CRpV*d/2 (7)

where C_ is called the random turbulence excitation coefficient, p is the density of the fluid

and Vr Is the reference gap velocity defined in terms of the free stream velocity V as

Vr • Vap/(p-d) (8)

Values of C- deduced from the results of several and quite different experiments [4,6,7] are

shown in Figure 3. Interestingly, they are in the same range. Values for upstream tubes are

somewhat larger as one might expect.

In two-phase cross-flow tha random turbulence forces are approximately related to the

mass flux C r [6J. For a given mass flux the vibration response reaches a maximum at a

steam quality of roughly 152 as shown on Figure 4. Deduced normalized power spectral densi-
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des are presented on Figure 5.

Although the above deductions are somewhat contentious, they nevertheless give the

designer an idea of the magnitude of the flow turbulence forces.

Fluidelaatio Instability

Fluldelastic instabilities are possible in a tube bundle subjected to cross-flow when

the interaction between the motions of the individual tubes is such that it results in fluid

force components that are both proportional to tube displacements and in-phase with tube

velocities. Instability occurs when during one vibration cycle the energy absorbed from the

fluid forces exceeds the energy dissipated by damping. It is shown [6] that, for a tube

bundle subjected to. the non-uniform flow velocity Vr(x) = Vrijj(x), the critical velocity at

which instability occurs in the i t h mode may be expressed by:

W = KJc/I^fjd2™/ K>2(x) <J>2(x) dxli (9)

where I(J(X) is a flow velocity distribution function and the instability factor K is deter-

mined experimentally. The above relationship is a generalization of Connors' formulation [8].

For the special case where the flow is uniform over the whole bundle length eq.(9)reduces to

Vf/f1d => K (Wpd
2)'"1 (10)

where the logarithmic decrement 6 • c/Cîmf^,

We have found in a number of experiments [6,7] that for tube bundles in liquid flow

K ~ 6.6 as shown on Figure 6. Note that the same fluidelastic criterion appears to apply for

both liquid and two-phase flow. To allow for a realistic safety margin, a fluidelastic

Instability factor of 3.3 is recommended in vibration analyses of heat exchange components.

Periodic Wake Shedding

Periodic wake shedding woulJ generate periodic forces in tube bundles. From eqs. (1)

and (2) the vibration response y(x,t) of a multispan uniform tube to a periodic forcing

function g(x,t) - g'(x)e-)u) may be shown to be expressed by:

*i(x) -f^/e'^) V*')
i-i ± °

where g'(x') could be a complex function formulating the spatial correlation along the tube.

When <u « u. resonance occurs in the I mode. Resonance may be a problem if the vibration

response is large enough to control the mechanism of periodic wake shedding. Then the

periodic forces become spatially correlated to the mode shape.

Assuming that damping is small, the peak vibration amplitude Y(x) at resonance in the

1 mode may be expressed as:

m$.00 /
Y(JO - 2lTi c j FL (x

1) ̂ (x1) dx' (12)
* o

Under these conditions it may be shown that the contribution to the response of modes other

than the 1 t h mode is negligible. The distributed periodic force FL(x) is formulated by:

F, <x) - CT PdV
2 *J(x)/2 (13)

u L r

where C, is the dynamic lift coefficient based on the reference gap velocity Vr. The wake

shedding frequency Is usually expressed in terms of a Strouhal Number S - fd/Vr, If the

flow velocity distribution function iJKx) varies considerably, the frequency of wake shedding

will tend to vary along the tube. Then the tube motion would not control periodic wake
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shedding at Che resonant frequency everywhere along the tube, and periodic forces would be

less correlated.

Strouhal Numbers extracted from Gorman's results [7] and from data published by other

authors including those reviewed by Fitz-Hugh [9] are presented in Figure 7 for tube bundles

of pitch over diameter ratios p/d £ 2. Gorman's results were obtained In a water tunnel

whereas most of the others came from wind tunnel tests. Unfortunately little information is

available on the magnitude of the periodic wake shedding forces. Dynamic lift coefficients

were extracted from Gorman.'s results as shown in Table II. Only the Strouhal Numbers corres-

ponding to dynamic lift coefficients larger than 0.01 are considered. The scatter of the

data on Figure 7 shows that there is no well-defined criterion to predict periodic wake

shedding frequencies except that the Strouhal Numbers are generally lower than 0.6. In prac-

tice resonance may be avoided if Strouhal Numbers for actual tube bundles are kept above

unity for adequate separation of tube and wake-shedding frequencies. However this is an

overly conservative criterion in many cases particularly where localized high flow velocities

exist. Hence for conservatism we assume resonance whenever fd/V is less than one. No

significant periodic wake shedding resonance has been observed for tubes inside a tube bundle

In liquid flow. Resonance is more likely in upstream tubes, e.g., in the second and mostly

the first tube row. Except for one case, dynamic lift coefficients C, based on the reference

gap velocity are generally less than 0.1.

An upper estimate of the vibration response at resonance may be obtained by assuming

C, « 0.1. In extreme cases we use the values of C. given in Table II for the tube bundle

configuration considered. As a design guideline we try to keep the resonant amplitude below

250 Mm for tube frequencies below 100 Hz and even less for higher frequencies.

5. DESIGN ANALYSIS: APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES

Eqs. (1), (2), (4), (9) and (11) above are the basis of a computer program called

PIPEAU to predict the vibration response of multispan tube bundles. The program first calcu-

lates the mode shapes <t>.(x) and the natural frequencies f. (i.e., eigenvalue solution) and

Chen the response. It is best illustrated by examples as shown on Figure 8. Vibration

response analyses of steam generator "U" bend tube regions are outlined on Figure 8a. A tube

failed due to fretting-wear in one of the earlier Douglas Point steam generators for which

the analysis Indicates the likelihood of fluidelastic instability. The ratio of actual to

critical flow velocity is much larger than recommended (for K«3.3). The range in the values

is limited by whether the damping coefficient c or the damping ratio ç is assumed independent

of frequency. Subsequently a support was added at the top of the "U" bend. This solved the

problem as predicted. In the Pickering nuclear power station, the steam generator "U" tubes

are near the recommended vibration criteria. No problems have been experienced in five years

of operation. In the Bruce station the steam generators "U" tubes were more conservatively

designed as shown on Figure 8a. Steam generator designs are now vibration analyzed to be as

good or better than Pickering.

Figure 8b illustrates the analysis of a process heat exchanger which experienced fluid-

elastic instabilities in the 8 natural mode of vibration. This is explained by the shape

of the 8£ mode which is largest near the inlet where high flow velocities exist. Since the

Strouhal Number fgd/V - 0.29 periodic wake shedding resonance could have also been a problem.

Based on C, " 0.1 the resonant amplitude is 1850 Urn. The problem was solved by adding tube

supports. Calculations of the random turbulence response of a hypothetical tube located in
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the entrance region of a steam generator are shown on Figure 8c. The excitation was obtained

from Figure 3. The first four modes are considered in the analysis. The maximum random

vibration response is 29 vim RMS.

Ideally our approach to the vibration analysis of heat exchanger and steam generator

designs should be that outlined on Figure 9. That is: starting from an initial design,

given the flow conditions (1), the flow distribution and velocities are calculated (2); this

Indicates the excitation mechanisms and permits the formulation of the forcing function

g(x.t} (3); the latter is the input to the system (tube bundle) which needs to be defined in

terms of f., $.(x), ç (4); then the response is calculated in the form of y(x,f), the

dynamic stresses o(x,f) and the forces at the supports F(x,f) (5); the next step is to

predict fatigue and fretting damage (6); this leads to the last step which is to either

accept (7) or modify the design depending on whether or not there are problems. The Res-

ponse calculation technique described earlier essentially links (3) to (5), We are not yet

at this ideal stage. It is sometimes difficult to determine flow velocities in complex

three-dimensional flow paths particularly in two-phase flow. We do not yet have enough

Information to formulate the forcing function in all cases. More tube damping information

Is required. It is desirable to express the tube to tube support dynamics in terms of ••he

statistical properties of the impact forces [1]. This will likely provp to be the criterion

governing the vibration-fretting relationship. Finally we need to understand better the

vibration-fretting relationship for different materials in various relevant envlronnents [10].

We are currently doin^ work in all these areas.

Our design specifications from a vibration point of view are: 1) avoid fluidelastic

Instabilities; 2) make sure the tube response to random excitation is low enough to avoid

fretting or fatigue problems; and, 3) avoid periodic wake shedding resonance or demonstrate

it is not a problem.

When our response calculation technique is not sufficient to satisfy the above specifi-

cations we can s^ill use it to compare the design under study with existing satisfactory

designs as discussed earlier for steam generator "U" tubes. The calculation technique is

then used as a normalization tool. Alternatively we can test a model of the region in

doubt [4]. It is also possible to conduct a fretting endurance test on a single tube

subjected to the vibration response we estimate using our response calculation technique.

If the heat exchanger component is easily accessible after installation in the reactor sys-

tem, we can measure its vibration behaviour and take corrective action subsequently if

necessary. For this purpose we have developed in collaboration with a manufacturer a very

sensitive biaxial accelerometer probe that can be Inserted In the tubes during operation

(see Figure 10).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is concluded that, although there are still areas of uncertainty, most flow-induced

vibration problems can be avoided. This requires that components be properly analyzed at

the design stage and that the analyses be supported by adequate testing and development work.
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TABLE II: PERIODIC WAKE SHEDDING: DYNAMIC LIFT COEFFICIENT AND STROUHAL
NUMBERS EXTRACTED FROM GORMAN'S RESULTS (BASED ON THE REFERENCE
GAP VELOCITY V. - V o/(n-d)

Tube
Configuration

Normal
Triangle

Parallel
Triangle

Normal
Square

Rotated

Square

p/d

1.33

1.57

1.36

1.54

1.33

1.57

1.36

1.54

1.30

1.30

d
(U01)

19.0

19.0

13.0

13.0

19.0

19.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

13.0

Tube
Location

1st row
2nd row
2nd row

1st row
1st row
2nd row
2r.d row

1st row

1st row

K 0 N

1st row
1st row
2nd row
interior
downstreaa
downstream
Interior

N 0 H

1st row
1st row

N O N

N 0 H

Direction*
of Resonant
Vibration

normal
in
normal

in
normal
in
normal

normal

in

E

in
normal
in
normal
in
normal
normal

E
in
normal

E

t

r

0.44
0.42
0.45

0.57
0.42
0.55
0.42

0.56

0.36

0.42
0.40
0.52
0.52
0.45
0.45
0.20

0.45
0.45

C
i,

0.065
0.020
0.016

0.03B
0.027
0.040
0.023

0.183

(0.026»

0.081
0.029
0.032
(0.010)
0.020
0.01A
(0.016)

0.047
(0.026)

•Direction: ill flow direction; normal to
flow direction

**Paren2hesis Indicate less prominent reson-
ance peak (i.e., Resonance peak < 2 x
Random turbulence response1!.



FIG, 1: Tube Failure Due to Fretting Wear.
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FIG. 2: Typical Nuclear Steam Generator.
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